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CYBER SECURITY DURING A PANDEMIC
COVID-19 has impacted the global economy, daily
life, and human health around the world, changing
how people work and interact every day. But in
addition to the pressing threat the virus poses to
human health, these rapid changes have also created
an environment in which hackers, scammers, and
spammers all thrive.
In times of stress or distraction, people are more
likely to fall for malicious scams and tricks. Phishing
and scam websites themed around the pandemic
are exploding on the web. Scammers are taking
advantage of people’s fear of getting COVID-19.
Consumers can avoid being cheated by understanding
how these thieves are trying to steal their personal
information and money.
The emails may seem as though they are from
the CDC or WHO. Some emails and texts contain
fake information about cases in your neighborhood.
REMEMBER: Public health agencies like the Centers
for Disease Control and World Health Organization
would never send you unsolicited emails asking for
personal information. They will never ask you to login
to view safety information, never email attachments
you didn’t ask for, or ask you to donate directly to
emergency response plans or funding appeals.
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PREVENT FRAUD
FROM HAPPENING
TO YOU

Check the sender’s email
address. Are they who they claim
to be? Check that their contact
name matches the actual email
address they’re sending from.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SERVICE!
Grocery & Delivery Workers

Do not to click or tap! Never
click on any suspicious links as it
may be an attempt at phishing.

They can’t work from home. They spend hours a day within a few
feet of a never-ending line of strangers, despite public health
guidelines on social distancing. Rather than their work slowing
down, it has sped up.
America’s grocery store workers and truck drivers are on the front
lines of the coronavirus pandemic, helping to keep the nation’s 330
million residents alive and fed in an uncertain and frightening time.
The crucial role of grocery store employees makes them essential
workers like emergency and healthcare staff.
Grocery stores are reducing their operating hours so their workers,
who clock in at all hours, have extra time for meticulous cleaning
and re-stocking.

Help Them Help You
Do not download files from
unfamiliar people. Avoid opening
attachments from any external
email addresses or phone
numbers.

Never share sensitive
information, even with family
members. Be sure to regularly
monitor personal accounts, and
never click on any suspicious
links as it may be an attempt at
phishing.

• DO NOT GO TO THE GROCERY STORE IF YOU FEEL SICK!
• Wash your hands before and after going to the store. Bring hand 		
sanitizer to wash your hands on-the-go.
• Bring sanitizing wipes or use bottles of store provided cleaning 		
spray to wipe down your grocery cart.
• Take an inventory of what you need before you go the grocery 		
store so you don’t have to go back to the store several times.
• DO NOT OVER BUY OR HOARD products. Panic buying disrupts 		
food and product distribution.
• Go to the store during off-peak hours when possible. If your store
is crowded, stay at least six feet away from others.
• Use online shopping, pick-up and delivery options to reduce
grocery store trips and help decrease shopper volume. 			
Remember to tip your shopper or delivery person. The delivery 		
charges are not a tip.
• If you are a senior, check if you store has special hours dedicated
to Senior only shopping.

